
GLOBUS CAMERA COMPANY STRATEGIC PLAN

"We aim to be the most accessible brand for both entry level and multi-featured cameras. By passing our cost savings
onto customers, we hope.

Successful strategy execution is always characterized by frequent changes in any area; though difficult, they
are a vital component of the strategy implementation process. All cause-effect relationships and underlying
algorithms in GLO-BUS are based on sound business and economic principles and connect tightly to the
real-world digital camera industry. The LAR is useful in two very important respects. When a decision entry is
changed made by one team member the change is seen by all, in real time, and all team members will
immediately see the shared-screen calculations that result from the new decision entry. In order to offset the
cost structure of the multi-feature camera, a low cost structure for the entry-level camera was implemented.
There is also a minute orientation video for instructors. Professors, department chairs, and deans at many
business schools worldwide are engaged in developing ongoing evidence of whether their academic programs
meet the Assurance of Learning Standards now being applied by the Association to Advance Collegiate
Schools of Business AACSB ; a prime goal of this Learning Assurance Report is to contribute significantly to
this effort. The company focused on three defensive strategies to improve its market standing and financial
performance. The Course Setup Procedure is done online and takes about 15 or so minutes. Assigning
completion of 3-year strategic plans is entirely optionalâ€”you can have company managers complete no plan,
1 plan, or 2 plans. If we were to continue the exercise, Distinguished Images would need to engage in one
more year of raising capital by issuing stock. Our warranty costs did increase slightly, but we recaptured more
market share. But there is a fundamental difference in the competitive positions of rival companies that adds a
realistic competitive dynamicâ€”the percentages of cameras sold in the four geographic regions vary from
company to company. Likewise, instructors gain full access to all materials online through the GLO-BUS
website immediately upon creating an Instructor Account at the website home-page. Because of continuous
competition, we needed to engage in defensive techniques to fend off the various competitors. All companies
begin the GLO-BUS exercise on the same footing from a global perspectiveâ€”with equal sales volume,
global market share, revenues, profits, costs, product quality and performance, brand recognition, and so on.
The apparent advantages are team spirit, dedication and a great volume of ideas and information, which
usually leads to a higher possibility of success. The factors governing how many entry-level and
multi-featured cameras a company sells in each geographic region are: how its price compares against the
prices of rival brands, how its camera performance and quality compares against rival brands, how its
advertising effort compares, and so on for all the competitive factors that determine units sold. Our overall
objective was to determine the correct mix and balance of camera components, which enabled the most
favorable outcome in the competitive arena. All materials are delivered digitally vie the Internet to class
members and instructors. A strategy simulation designed around a global industry setting is especially
desirable because globalization of the marketplace is an ever-widening reality and because global strategy
issues are a standard part of the strategic management course. One group have 3 members , and in my business
simulation we got 8 different companies. We were losing ground and needed to find a way to re-gain it.
Drawing from Porter , for Champion Cameras to succeed with its low-cost strategy, it must acquire a high
relative market share. This defensive technique worked better because implemented it before the opposition
made an investment in the market. New entrants are especially dangerous if they get into the industry by
breaking the guidelines of the game with drastically new items, or enhancements in costs, delivery,
distribution, service, and positioning. Use of Audio Mode capability requires that each team member work
from a computer with a built-in microphone if they want to be heard by the rest of the team and speakers so
that they may hear their teammates or else have a headset with a microphone. From a strategic perspective, Do
you even lift's initial goal was to make the highest profits and return on equity in both markets by offering a
quality entry level and multi featured camera at a reasonable price throughout the game. Setting a global
vision helped us our primary business objective, which is profit maximization via extensive market expansion
across continents and countries. Hitt, M. Analysis 4 As part of our initial product strategy, we sought to first
focus on offering a strong number of camera models and invested initially in developing the features of our
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entry level cameras. We focused on providing the highest quality camera to the most exclusive retailers. The
profitably trick by under pricing competitors was to keep the size of the cost cut smaller than the size of the
company's cost benefits. This design means that every member of the team had to buy into the decision. In
year 12, we also decided we needed to raise capital by issuing stock.


